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Abstract 
Let Mk be a graph which is obtained by successive substitutions of k vertices of the complete graph 
K,, (k < n), by isomorphic copies of the cycle C,_ ,. We prove that ‘Mk is hamiltonian’. 
A graph G is a system (V, E) where V= V(G) is a finite, non-empty set. Each 
element of V(G) is called a vertex and E=E(G) is a set of pairs {x, y} where x and 
y are different vertices in V(G); each element of E(G) is called an edge. We denote 
the edge between vertices x and y by xy. For any vertex v, N, is the set of vertices 
adjacent to v (neighbors of v). In general, we follow the definitions and notation of [l], 
I21 or C41. 
An operation called substitution [S], is performed by replacing a vertex by a graph; 
a more precise description is the following: Assume that G and K are two graphs with 
no common vertices. For a vertex v in G and a function s: N,-+ V(K), we define the 
substitution of the vertex u by the graph K, as the graph M=G(u,s)K such that: 
(1) Wf)=C~(G)-{~)l~ V(K) 
(2) E(M)=[E(G)-{ux/x~N,}]uE(K)u{xs(x)/x~N,} 
Note that the vertex v is the vertex substituted by K in G, under the substitution 
function s. Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the graph G, (u, s)G,, where the vertex c’ of G, is 
substituted by G2 through a substitution function s: N,+ V(G,). 
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Fig. I 
Now let ul, . . . , v, be the vertices of a graph G and let HI, . . . , H, be a sequence of 
graphs with no common vertices among themselves or with G. We will denote by 
Mk = Mk _ 1 (vk, sk)Hkr E <k <n, the graph which is obtained by substitution of k vertices 
of G by graphs Hi, E < i < k, where MO= G. In other words, M, denotes a graph 
obtained by substitution of only one vertex of G, Mz denotes a graph obtained by 
substitution of only one vertex of MI, and so on. Note that every vertex substituted 
must belong to V(G). 
When all the vertices of the complete graph K, are substituted by isomorphic copies 
C,_ 1, we obtain a family of trivalent graphs denoted by K,(C,_ r). We will assume 
that all substitution functions are bijective. 
Let now HI,... , H, be a sequence of graph with no common vertices among 
themselves or with K,, such that for each kEJ,, H,, c,_~, where J,= { 1,2, . . . , n} and 
M,= Mk_l(vk,sL)Hk, kEJ,, where MO=K,. We will denote W,= V(H,)u ... u V(H,) 
and Rk= Mk- W, Cl]. Note that W, t V(M,) and that Rk is a complete subgraph of 
M, of order (n-k). The trivalent graphs M, are members of the family K,(C,_ r). Let 
uv be an edge de M,. We say that uv is an internal edge if uVEE(Hi), for some iEJ,, 
otherwise, uv is an external edge. 
Lemma 1. The vertices qfan external edge uv have one and only one the next properties: 
(1) u~V(Hi),for some iEJ,,, VEV(R&, 
(2) UE V’(Hi), for some iE J,, UE P’(Hj) and for some jc J, - { i}, 
(3) u, UC VU. 
Lemma 2. Every pair of adjacent edges in MI are contained in a hamiltonian cycle. 
Let xy, yz be two edges in MI. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: xy and yz are internal edges. 
[In this case there is v, WE V(R,) such that x=s(v), z1 ‘s(w) and xzl,zIz~E(H1). As 
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Fig. 2. 
the graph RI is isomorphic at the complete graph K,_ i there is a spanning path u-w 
of RI [4]. On the other hand, x-z1 is spanning path of HI. Joining u-w with x-z1 
across the edges us(u), ws(w) we obtain the spanning cycle of Mi. This cycle we denote 
by xy-yz. Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the spanning cycle xy-yz of the graph K,(v, s)H,, 
where the vertex v of K, is substituted by HI through a bijective function 
s: N,+ V(HJ] 
Case 2: xy and yz are not internal edges. 
Then we have (according to Lemma 1): subcase (1): xy,yz~E(R~) or subcase (2): 
xyeE(RJ and ZE V(H,). 
Subcase (1): xy, ~zEE(R~). 
[Let w be a vertex of RI such that sl(~)~I(~)~E(H1). Since RI, K,_l, there is 
a spanning path of RI, z-w, where zy,yx are edges of such path. Concatenating z-w 
with the spanning path si (ztsi (w) of HI across the edges si (z)z, s1 (w)w we obtain an 
hamiltonian cycle of M,.] 
S&case (2): x~EE(R,), ZE V(H,). 
[In this case z = s1 (y). 
Let WE V(R,)- {x} such that sl(w)z~E(H1) Concatenating the spanning path 
yx...w of RI with the spanning path z-si(w) of H, across the edges zy, wsi(w) gives us 
a hamiltonian cycle of M,.] 
Theorem. Every pair of adjacent edges in Mk are contained in at least one hamiltonian 
cycle of M,. 
Proof. By induction on k. 
(1) k = I. [Apply Lemma 2.1 
(2) Let us suppose that Mk satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Let 
xy>y=E(Mk+J. 
Case (i): xy is an internal edge and yz is an external edge. 
[Let US suppose xyEE(Hi), id k. Since s ,++r is a bijective function, there are 
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Z, WE v(n/r,) such that Sk + l(Z) = y, Sk + 1(w) = x. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis on Mk, 
there is a hamiltonian cycle Cck) of Mk that contains the adjacent edges wUi, viz. Then the 
path z-w (obtained from C (‘I by deleting the edges zui, Uiw) is a spanning path of the 
graph M,--vi. The desired cycle C (k+ ‘) is obtained by concatenating the path z-w with 
the spanning path sk+r(ztsk+i(w) of Hi across the edges zsk+i(z), w++i(w).] 
Case (ii): xy and yz are internal edges. 
[In this case there is iEJk+ 1 such that xy, yZ~E(Hi). Since Sk+ 1 is bijective there are 
only two vertices u, WE v(M,) such that Sk+ i (u)= y and Sk+ i(w)=x. By the inductive 
hypothesis, there is a hamiltonian cycle C (k) of Mk which contains the adjacent edges 
WUi, UiU. Then the path V-W is a spanning path of the graph Mk-l+. The desired cycle 
Cck+‘) is obtained by concatenating the path u-w with the spanning path x-y of 
Hi across the edges u Sk+ 1 (II), wsk+ 1(w).] 
Case (iii): xy and yz are external edges. 
There exist only two cases. 
Subcuse (1): xy,yz~E(M~+i - wk + 1). (This subcase occurs only if k < n - 4.) 
[By the inductive hypothesis, there is a hamiltonian cycle C(‘) of Mk, which contains 
the adjacent edges xy, yz. Choose si(uj, Si(W)EE(Hi) for certain U, WE I”(Mk) such that 
UUi, WUiE Cck). Hence the path u-w is a spanning path of the graph Mk - Vi. The desired 
cycle Cck+‘) is obtained by concatenating the path u-w with the spanning path 
si(U)si(w) of Hi across the edges u si(U), w si(W).] 
Subcase (2): XycE(Mk+ I- Wk+l), zEE(Hi) for some iEJk+r. 
[By the inductive hyphothesis, there is a hamiltonian cycle Cck) of M, which 
contains the adjacent edges xy, yz. Choose z Sj(W)EE(Hj) for certain WE V(Mk) such 
that ZWEE(C(~‘). Hence the path y-w is a spanning path of the graph M,-Uj. The 
desired cycle C (ktl) is obtained by concatenating the path y-w with the spanning path 
z-sj(w) of Hj across the edges yz, wsj(w).] 0 
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